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The Wall Street Economic 
Death Squad
Posted on Monday, October 19th, 2009 at 11:50 am, Filed under Activism, Economy, Hot List, Media, News, 
Politics & Government, Pop Cult, Video, War.

By David DeGraw, AmpedStatus 

Recent Headlines: 

$140 billion! Record Payday for Wall Street
Goldman Sachs 2009 Bonuses Could Buy Insurance for 1.7 Million Families
50 Million Americans Live in Poverty
Paraphrasing a very insightful quote: ‘The amount of poverty and suffering required for the 
emergence of a Goldman Sachs, and the amount of depravity that the accumulation of a fortune of 
such a magnitude entails is left out of the mainstream media, and it is not always possible to make 
the people in general see this.’

The American middle class, once the only effective counter weight to Wall Street greed, has been 
decimated. Over 25 million people, in what was the US middle class, are now in full-blown crisis 
mode and urgently need to increase their income. 

Over 25 million people in crisis mode! Every seven seconds, 
another American family is kicked out of their home. We are 
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confronted by a lost generation of young workers who cannot find jobs. Despite all the talk of 
health care reform, there is no meaningful reform coming for years, if at all, while right now over 
45,000 Americans will die preventable deaths this year, and bankruptcies continue to skyrocket due 
to the cost of medical bills.

Millions upon millions of uninsured, unemployed, underemployed, stressed out and sick people 
fight through every day and urgently need to get some justice.

And while this is happening, the Wall Street fat cats are reaping billions in bonuses and 
profits - billions in bonuses and profits that they obtained from using taxpayer money… 
OUR MONEY. Billions in profits that they are allowed to get away with because their 
puppets are running the government and making up the rules of this rigged game.

Their profits and the cost of the “government” taxpayer bailout, “the amount of depravity that the 
accumulation of a fortune of such a magnitude entails” is almost impossible to get the average 
citizen to truly comprehend. TRILLIONS of dollars is not something that people have had 
experience with. It is an absolutely huge amount that is almost beyond common comprehension.

However, a revealing  new survey suggests that an outraged significant majority is coming to the 
realization that an organized financial cartel has taken over the government and robbed the US 
public blind. 

75% agreed that: “While taxpayers are still suffering under the economic crisis, the big 
banks are back to business as usual after their bailouts, ignoring their commitments to 
help taxpayers and are helping themselves instead, making tens of billions in profits on 
the backs of the American taxpayers.” 75% agreed

72% agree that “It’s outrageous that after taking trillions of our tax dollars in bailout 
money, the big banks are now spending millions to lobby against reforms that would 
protect us from their abuses in the future.” 72% agreed

These numbers clearly prove that there is awareness and ever-growing outrage toward Wall Street, 
and rightfully so. But just throwing out the term Wall Street or Big Banks is far too vague and too 
wide a target. 

We need to focus our strategy on the small group of men who carried out the financial coup. These 
13 men played leading roles in first crashing the economy, and then stealing trillions in taxpayer 
funds. Some of them are now calling the shots and running the government to insure that their 
obscene profits keep pouring into their coffers.

Know Our Enemies, EHMs - Meet The Wall Street Economic Death Squad:
Hank Paulson, Tim Geithner, Ben Bernanke, Robert Rubin, Larry Summers, Alan 
Greenspan, Lloyd Blankfein, Jamie Dimon, John Mack, Vikram Pandit, John Thain, Hank 
Greenberg, Ken Lewis.
These men ‘presided over the largest transfer of wealth in history, from the working class to the 
flamboyant super rich.’ What these men have done is obscene. After crashing the economy, trillions, 
literally trillions of dollars have been funneled into the pockets of a select few, in secrecy, while 
billions of people suffer in poverty, billions suffer to survive. This small tight-knit Wall Street cadre 
has committed a crime against humanity. 

Take It Personally
On a personal level … think about how much money is taken from your paycheck each week in 
taxes (if you still have a paycheck). How many of your hard-earned thousands of dollars went away 
from you and your family and into the pockets of Goldman Sachs via your taxes? Think about that. 
Billionaires took YOUR MONEY! 

http://www.seiu.org/mediakit/pdfs_1/FinancialReformPollMemo.pdf


Then think about the fact that your paycheck should be significantly higher, as it would be if CEOs 
weren’t taking an astonishing record of $500 for every one dollar you make. Due to unregulated 
greed the US now has the highest inequality of wealth in the industrialized world, no other country 
is even close.

Every time you skip a trip to the doctor, to the dentist, to the food store, even to a social event that 
could bring you a little stress relief, you should think about these thieves on Wall Street. Every time 
you skip something that you need, think about the billionaires on Wall Street … because they have 
YOUR MONEY! 

The facts are that $30,000 per person is unaccounted for -that’s $30,000 for every man, woman and 
child in the US- which means if you have a family of five, your family has lost $150,000 to 
Goldman Sachs.

While you stress out and struggle, they have your money, and it’s sitting in their banks, sitting in 
their vaults, flipping in their markets, collecting interest … and dust. 

Just spinning in their coffers, as they live lavish lifestyles, while you struggle and stress.

Every time you get a bill and feel that stress, every time you make cut backs to make ends hopefully 
meet, every time you make an interest payment or rates rise on your credit cards, house, car, student 
loans, bills, bills, bills… every time you feel that stress, you should think of these thieves on Wall 
Street. They have your money, and they’re playing you for a sucker!

What are you holding off on? What are you depriving yourself of? 

Can you not afford to get gas for your car? Can you not afford a car? Can you not afford your rent? 
Can you not afford to own a house? Can you not afford to have a child? Can you not afford medical 
care? Can you not afford to turn your heat on? Can you not afford to pay your electric bill? Can you 
not afford a second meal today? These are all basic things that every person should be able to easily 
afford in a technologically advanced society such as ours. 

The reason why you can’t afford some of these things is because the financial elite who control the 
economy have robbed us all. They have launched a war on us and declared us the enemy. We are a 
population of people that they have been focused on eliminating. This is a deadly serious issue we 
are facing here. It is the unfortunate reality of our current crisis.

The sooner you recognize this and confront it, the better chance we have for real change, economic 
justice can still be obtained.

So Know Your Enemies …
Hank Paulson, Tim Geithner, Ben Bernanke, Robert Rubin, Larry Summers, Alan 
Greenspan, Lloyd Blankfein, Jamie Dimon, John Mack, Vikram Pandit, John Thain, Hank 
Greenberg, Ken Lewis.

[  Download ] 

Let’s hold these 13 men personally accountable. They control trillions of dollars. Let’s DEMAND 
that they use that money, OUR MONEY, for purposes that will give every one of us the basic  
human rights we deserve! 

Do you hear me?

Do you?

Let me know: FightBack@AmpedStatus.com
Operation #1
Objective: Block Bernake Confirmation and Launch Investigation

http://keep-tube.com/?url=http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EIUfj8Ulm_I
http://keep-tube.com/?url=http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EIUfj8Ulm_I


Fed Chairman Ben Bernake is going to be the next in the hot seat. Get your Congressional Rep to 
bring the heat! Send A Letter to Uncover the Fed’s Secret Paper Trail.

Where’s Our Money?
Chairman of the Federal Reserve, Ben Bernanke, is up for confirmation to his second term, but he 
has still refused to disclose where he sent $2 trillion in taxpayers’ money. Send a message to your 
Senators and ask them to make Bernanke come clean before his confirmation moves forward. Send 
Here!
Welcome to the Media War
~ David DeGraw, AmpedStatus Action Item 
If you would like to see more of these reports, please consider making a donation to support 
them. 
You can subscribe here for email updates.
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1.  

Eric mark said:

It only becomes worse as time passes and America’s wealth the working middle class is 
stolen. Now there is a new Sheriff of Nottingham to in sure this happens. TuT

WASHINGTON – A Goldman Sachs executive has been named the first chief operating 
officer of the Securities and Exchange Commission’s enforcement division.

The market watchdog agency said Friday that Adam Storch, vice president in Goldman 
Sachs’ Business Intelligence Group, is assuming the new position of managing executive of 
the SEC division.

The move came as the SEC has been revamping its enforcement efforts following the 
agency’s failure to uncover Bernard Madoff’s massive fraud scheme for nearly two decades 
despite numerous red flags……….
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So now Golman shall investigate it’s self. Fooking Bravo!!!!!

TuT

October 19th, 2009 at 4:02 pm 

2.  

Dave said:

You are so right, I’ve been following your site and I noticed you became partners of a sort 
with ICH, another site I’ve followed for 6 years or better.

People NEED to get educated and lay off faux news and the like.

There’s only 4 actual reporters in the MSM who do their job as prescribed by the 
Constitution, the rest is propagandized fluff to outright lies.

Nuff Said………………..

October 19th, 2009 at 5:46 pm 
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Wall Street Economic Death Squad Video | Amped Status said:

[...] The Wall Street Economic Death Squad [...]

October 21st, 2009 at 11:56 am 

4.  

The Wall Street Economic Death Squad - RevolutionRadio.org said:

[...] Posted on Oct 25, 2009 by Paul Martin in Conspiracy, Corruption, Economics, 
Government Evil, New World Order | 0 Comments By David DeGraw AmpedStatus.com 
[...]

October 25th, 2009 at 3:45 pm 

5.  

postpeakpublishing » Wall Street Crime Scene said:

[...] DeGraw’s article The Wall Street Economic Death Squad deserves your attention. I 
don’t know what he proposes we do about it, and can’t say [...]

October 25th, 2009 at 8:23 pm 

6.  

babette said:

“We are a population of people that they have been focused on eliminating.” 

Try to make people understand how true this is! Try! Near impossible. People firmly believe 
the government NEEDS THEM for their tax dollars!
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Actually, the whole financial debacle starting with the de-industrializing of the country has 
removed the citizens’ ability to make money.

When the military begin shooting at disgruntled citizens in the streets….maybe then they’ll 
get it.

I thank you for your excellent article.

Thanks,
b
911=USrael

October 25th, 2009 at 10:21 pm 
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John said:

We all forget that deathsquads do not listen to requests from the people they are in charge of 
dispatching. The people who sent the deathsquads are our “elected” representatives. They do 
not care if we whine and complain as long as we die quickly. When the American people 
summon up the courage to fight then we may see the beginning of change we can believe in, 
not a moment sooner.

October 25th, 2009 at 11:46 pm 
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The Greatest Theft in History - Wall Street Economic Death Squad - Part II (Video) | Amped 
Status said:

[...] The Wall Street Economic Death Squad [...]

October 26th, 2009 at 12:47 pm 
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Prose Before Hos said:

Goldman Sachs Salutes Your Contribution To Its Profits…
See Also: The Taxpayers Money, Goldman Sachs Record Bonuses, Marginal benefits, Too-
Big-To-Fail Resolution: Why One Size Can’t Fit All, Mister, we could use somebody 
(somewhat) like Andrew Jackson again, Time To End “Too Big To Fail”…

October 27th, 2009 at 9:53 am 
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One Person in the Mainstream Media Who Gets It: “The Greatest Theft in History!” 
(Videos) | Amped Status said:

[...] The Wall Street Economic Death Squad [...]
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Declare Yourself, It’s Time to Confront the Financial Coup | Amped Status said:

[...] tell you why, because the government has been taken over. A financial coup has 
occurred and the Wall Street elite have stolen trillions of dollars in public wealth, and they 
don’t want a middle class [...]

November 2nd, 2009 at 12:29 pm 

12.  

The Critical Unraveling of U.S. Society | Amped Status said:

[...] and keep our society functioning — have been handed over to the economic elite, to the 
Llyod Blankfeins and Jamie Dimons of the [...]

November 18th, 2009 at 10:23 am 

13.  

Anthony said:

What are the names and addresses use for after signing up for the petitions linked to your 
website. How do you safeguard this info to protect the public?

Concerned Citizien

November 21st, 2009 at 7:29 am 

14.  

Michael Collins said:

We know where these men take their breakfast, and what is on their plate.
They are perfectly safe until the time comes. Nothing can save them from their fate.

November 22nd, 2009 at 1:47 am 
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Republic Broadcasting Network » Blog Archive » US Moving To Third World Model said:

[...] government and keep our society functioning — have been handed over to the economic 
elite, to the Llyod Blankfeins and Jamie Dimons of the [...]

November 23rd, 2009 at 4:30 am 
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We Are Change Colorado Springs » Blog Archive » US Moving To Third World Model said:

[...] and keep our society functioning — have been handed over to the economic elite, to 
the Llyod Blankfeins and Jamie Dimons of the [...]
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November 23rd, 2009 at 9:24 am 
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Unhappy about my conclusion said:

First off, I’m not an anti-semite. Not even close. Second of all I have Jewish friends whom I 
like a great deal. I would die fighting for them if Nazis took hold again but… well, a lot of 
those names you cite as Wall Street Scum, most actually, are Jewish. Those that aren’t have 
mostly been been shortened or Americanized for easy consumption. They’re still mostly all 
Jewish. How do I, as a progressive liberal, deal with most unfortunate fact?

November 23rd, 2009 at 3:12 pm 
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The Critical Unraveling of U.S. Society | NO LIES RADIO said:

[...] government and keep our society functioning — have been handed over to the economic 
elite, to the Llyod Blankfeins and Jamie Dimons of the [...]

November 23rd, 2009 at 5:51 pm 
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A. Hilter said:

Actually,10 out of the 13 are zionist jews.
Paulson,Mack,and Pandit are not. Thain is an unknown. All are jews by osmosis.
Begin to see the light, goyim sheeple?

November 24th, 2009 at 6:47 pm 
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A. Hilter said:

Bernie Madoff was allowed to continue his scheme for 15 years because the jews who 
control the SEC and the NYSE would not expose ONE OF THEIR OWN! A lot of the stolen 
$$ was sent to Israel for their wars of genocide against Arabs,,,,
smarten up,goyim sheeple!

November 24th, 2009 at 7:24 pm 
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Af-Pak War Racket: The Obama Illusion Comes Crashing Down | Amped Status said:

[...] exposed as another gift to insurance company executives, and as unemployment rates 
remain high, the Economic Death Squad vitally needs some new [...]

December 2nd, 2009 at 8:43 pm 
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Af-Pak War Racket: The Obama Illusion Comes Crashing Down « Therearenosunglasses’s 
Weblog said:

[...] exposed as another gift to insurance company executives, and as unemployment rates 
remain high, the Economic Death Squad vitally needs some new [...]

December 3rd, 2009 at 6:32 am 
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Af-Pak War Racket: The Obama Illusion Comes Crashing Down | oolaah said:

[...] exposed as another gift to insurance company executives, and as unemployment rates 
remain high, the Economic Death Squad vitally needs some new [...]
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Af-Pak War Racket: The Obama Illusion Comes Crashing Down | The Aperio Movement 
said:

[...] exposed as another gift to insurance company executives, and as unemployment rates 
remain high, the Economic Death Squad vitally needs some new [...]
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[...] exposed as another gift to insurance company executives, and as unemployment rates 
remain high, the Economic Death Squad vitally needs some new [...]

December 5th, 2009 at 8:28 pm 

26.  

Obama Far Outdoes Bush in Escalating War. The Numbers Will Surprise You said:

[...] as another gift to insurance company executives, and as unemployment rates remain 
high, the Economic Death Squadvitally needs some [...]

December 9th, 2009 at 11:56 pm 
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December 12th, 2009 at 12:52 am 

28.  

Kyla Leimer said:

Hey, I searched for this page on Google and just wanted to say thanks for adding this top list. 
I would have to agree with it, thank you again!

May 17th, 2010 at 5:59 pm 
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The Greatest Theft in History – Wall Street Economic Death Squad (Video) said:

[...] View Full Report Here [...]

June 4th, 2010 at 6:55 pm 
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The Wall Street Economic Death Squad | David DeGraw said:

[...] This piece was originally published on October 19, 2009 by AmpedStatus.com. [...]

June 11th, 2010 at 11:00 am 
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Declare Yourself, It’s Time to Confront the Financial Coup | David DeGraw said:

[...] tell you why, because the government has been taken over. A financial coup has 
occurred and the Wall Street elite have stolen trillions of dollars in public wealth, and they 
don’t want a middle class [...]

June 11th, 2010 at 11:12 am 
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Af-Pak War Racket: The Obama Illusion Comes Crashing Down | David DeGraw said:

[...] exposed as another gift to insurance company executives, and as unemployment rates 
remain high, the Economic Death Squad vitally needs some new [...]

June 11th, 2010 at 1:48 pm 
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Dentist Salt Lake said:

That is pretty helpful. It provided me a few ideas and I’ll be writing them on my website 
soon. I’m bookmarking your site and I’ll be back again. Thank you again!

June 24th, 2010 at 7:37 am 
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Complete List of David DeGraw’s Reports | Amped Status said:

[...] The Wall Street Economic Death Squad [...]

September 14th, 2010 at 2:39 pm 
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TeRuMoJapan Wordpress★ ★ said:

versta versta óvin fyrir Japan…
Japan stands in danger Billion between 9000 and receive a comprehensive base in Okinawa 
prefecture of Okinawa Honne and Tatemae Budget of 600 billion yen per year in Okinawa, 
funding independence only 22 percent. Even in Nago City, which is strongly op…

November 21st, 2010 at 4:23 am 
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